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ABSTRACT
My research examines the practical and social impact  of technol-
ogy on the urban homeless. To accomplish this, I have conducted 
interviews with the homeless to understand how technol-
ogy—from mobile phones to bus passes—affects their lives. I 
have also  conducted ethnographic fieldwork at care providers to 
understand how technology figures into the provision of care for 
the homeless. These formative studies have motivated the design 
of a set of information sharing services that aggregate information 
available in the community and provide it  to  the homeless via 
mobile phones. I will deploy this system to diverse set of homeless 
individuals to better understand how such technologies fit within 
the social and economic constraints of the homeless  community. I 
expect my research to result  in theoretical contributions and guide-
lines for designing for uncommon users, like the homeless.

1. INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION
The rapid  expansion of the mobile computing platform and the 
accompanying ubiquitous connection to  data and communication 
presents opportunity and consequence for modern society. On one 
hand, the luxuries of new high-powered personal devices like 
smart-phones create opportunities  for work and leisure where none 
previously existed; on the other hand, their impact on how we 
interact socially has consequences for individuals without access. 

My research  is focused precisely  on that second category of users: 
the individuals  and social  groups who are considered marginal, 
who may by choice, by education, or by institutional bias remain 
at the periphery of the mainstream and importantly, those who 
remain under-served by many of the technological innovations 
that have come to symbolize the turn of the millennium. In  short, 
my research is  focused on the impact of digital technologies on the 
urban homeless.

While social scientific and public policy research has long focused 
on  such marginalized communities (e.g. [3, 4, 5]), computing  re-
search has only recently begun to consider it  as  a context for study 
and intervention (e.g. [2]). Engaging the urban homeless presents 
a unique and local opportunity to understand the social conse-
quences of technology and to explore the space for successful 
innovations. As a marginalized and sometimes invisible commu-
nity, their needs are often overlooked especially as technological 
advances sweep through the institutions and societies in which 
homeless individuals and families are struggling to  maintain sta-
bility and social legitimacy. 

I have chosen to  focus my research  on the urban homeless because 
they are a diverse community whose individuals may be most 
affected by technology but for whom technology is often per-
ceived of as an inappropriate luxury. The central question driving 
my research is: How can mobile technologies  empower the urban 
homeless, impacting their ability to utilize social services, estab-

lish  stability, and interact as socially legitimate individuals  within 
the broader urban community? 

To answer this question, I am building a set of services that inte-
grate community resources—like shelters, employment  services, 
medical, and legal  services  (among many other)—with context-
aware information delivery that presents actionable information 
via mobile phone. In addition to what might be called institutional 
information, I am working with the homeless to capture the local 
expert knowledge used within  the community. I am calling this 
second category of information  informal  as it is derived from the 
experience of being homeless, rather than from external assess-
ments of what people who are homeless might need.

In working with the homeless community, I am not looking to 
“solve” homelessness per  se: I acknowledge that  social and policy 
interventions have the most impact for the homeless community. 
More abundant low-income housing, long-term programs to ad-
dress education and job training, help in addiction management, 
and appropriate treatment for mental illness are all first-order 
problems that  continue to  demand creativity and leadership. I do, 
however, argue that thoughtful technological interventions can be 
deployed as  part of the larger effort to redress the inequities of the 
domestic digital divide that contributes to the marginalization of 
the urban homeless.

2. FORMATIVE RESEARCH
My research to better understand how digital technologies impact 
the homeless began with two empirical studies; one that developed 
a more expressive understanding of homelessness as a context for 
design [6], and a second that  examined the unique context of the 
nonprofit and the organizational and informational constraints 
unique to the nonprofit world [7]. 

In the first study [6], several  themes  emerged as compelling ap-
proaches to designing technology for the homeless; however, mo-
bile phones stood out for their unique and valued place in the lives 
of my study participants. The value of the mobile phones was  in 
part due to the critical  functional role the mobile phone played as a 
device for staying in touch with friends and family, but also for the 
social role the mobile phone played as a signifier of stability and 
of social legitimacy.

Most importantly, this study highlighted  the degree to  which ad-
dressing the technology needs  of such marginalized communities 
is  not  merely a matter of making cheaper technology, but rather of 
making fundamentally different technology. It points to culturally 
situated efforts as being more important when addressing the in-
equities of access—both to  technology, and to information  medi-
ated by technology—than economically focused efforts.

In my second study [7], I completed observational fieldwork and 
unstructured interviews in order better understand the work prac-
tices at  two nonprofit service agencies. The study focused on the 



organizational landscape, the personnel  composition, and the use 
of digital technologies at two agencies who provide different sets 
of services to the homeless and extremely poor of Atlanta. 

In my study sites, the high reliance on a volunteer workforce 
meant that developing expertise and stability  in certain job roles 
remained a challenge—pointing toward the need for more regi-
mented workflow systems to help enforce procedure and policy 
across generations of staff and volunteers. However, as a counter-
point, the diversity  present across the two nonprofit organizations  
I studied also showed how mandated, one-size-fits-all systems are 
insufficient at best  and at  worst compromise the discretionary 
powers of case managers. 

These two studies  form the foundation of my proposed research 
which looks  to leverage the mobile phone as a recognized tech-
nology  among the homeless and create a set of basic services that 
amplify relationships the homeless have with each other, with their 
social support networks, and with the social service institutions 
upon which they depend.

3. PROPOSED RESEARCH
To better understand how mobile technologies might be used 
within the unique social and economic constraints of 
homelessness, I am building a system called the Community  Re-
source Map (CRM). Briefly, the CRM will include static informa-
tion  on shelters, counseling  services, soup kitchens, employment 
training, healthcare, etc., blended with dynamic data such as real-
time availability of particular resources.  The map will blend these 
information resources to support location-based and context-aware 
information delivery to mobile phones owned by (or provided to) 
the homeless individuals  I am working with. The system will be 
deployed to a diverse cross section of homeless individuals over a 
multi-month  period and is aimed at addressing  some of the chal-
lenges service providers face in  collaborating around care provi-
sion  [7], and at providing the homeless individuals an  novel  way 
to capture and share their knowledge with each other.

I will examine the use of the CRM with three complimentary 
lenses first discussed by Brewer and Dourish [1]: legibility, liter-
acy, and legitimacy. 

3.1. Legibility
The specific research question I am asking  with respect to legibil-
ity is: How does access to  purposefully designed technology im-
pact how homeless individuals  interpret the urban environment 
and the opportunities available to them? Answering this question 
will  focus specifically on the ways that  homeless individuals  un-
derstand and interpret access to available social services  based on 
their location, their need, and their identity. In designing technol-
ogy to  explore the legibility of space and information, I will  be 
addressing the challenge of information overload faced by the 
homeless by providing more personalized  delivery of information 
from both social and institutional sources.

3.2. Literacy
Under the rubric of literacy, the specific research question I am 
asking is: How does adding specific capability to  a familiar tech-
nology (the mobile phone) alter the way the homeless  interpret 
and use that  technology as  a tool  for interacting with society?  This 
question is a response to the desire to understand how to design 
technologies that scaffold adoption and integration by leveraging a 
known and relevant platform, the mobile phone. Working  from 
existing literature on literacy, and based on the the specific needs 
and preferences of the homeless and extremely poor, I will explore 

alternative representations of information delivered through the 
mobile phone to both better respond to the user and to extend our 
understanding of design and interaction techniques for this user 
community.

3.3. Legitimacy
Where legibility and literacy frame my investigation around how 
technological interventions impact how a social space is under-
stood and acted upon, legitimacy speaks to  the socially con-
structed status of the provision and use of technology. So here, the 
question derived from considering legitimacy of use is: In  what 
ways do forms of  legitimacy influence the legibility afforded by 
technological artifacts and the literacy of  the intended users? This 
question is  meant to  provide insight  into the situated constraints 
present when designing technologies for the uncommon user, spe-
cifically looking at the different kinds of power relationships that 
come to bear on their lives. 

4. WHAT I HOPE TO GAIN FROM THE 
CSCW DOCTORAL COLLOQUIUM

At this point I have completed empirical  work that  forms the 
foundation of my thesis  research. I am currently in  the process of 
turning those empirical findings into a robust system that will be 
used in an extensive deployment. As I move forward, I am looking 
for feedback on how to balance interventionist  research (and the 
necessarily context specific solutions that  go  with this style of 
research) with the broader goals  of providing useful advances the 
field of HCI and CSCW beyond the narrow bounds of my pro-
posed research. I am also keenly interested in hearing in more 
depth the research areas of interest of my peers and in gaining 
more exposure within the community as  I come closer to entering 
the job market.
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ABSTRACT
Technology, it is argued, has the potential to improve ev-
eryone’s life: from the workplace, to entertainment, to eas-
ing chores around the home. But what of people who have
neither job nor home? We undertook a qualitative study
of the homeless population in a metropolitan U.S. city to
better understand what it means to be homeless and how
technology—from cell phones to bus passes—affects their
daily lives. The themes we identify provide an array of op-
portunities for technological interventions that can empower
the homeless population. Our investigation also reveals the
need to reexamine some of the assumptions made in HCI
about the relationship people have with technology. We sug-
gest a broader awareness of the social context of technology
use as a critical component when considering design inno-
vation for the homeless.
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INTRODUCTION
The HCI community is currently going through a period
of change as the problems it considers and the contexts
it investigates move beyond the western, corporate world.
For example, Chetty and Grinter have begun to outline
the methodological implications of working in the Global
South [7]; Wyche et al. examine different techniques for
investigating technology use in the home [39]; and DiSalvo
and Vertesi have begun to bring practitioners and thinkers
from outside the HCI community together to consider urban
experiences through the lens of emerging technologies [12].
But in exploring new social contexts, we need to reexam-
ine our assumptions about the relationship people have to
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technology. One such context that has not been explored in
any depth within HCI, and challenges us to consider how we
account for the social environment, is technology use among
the homeless.

The goal of our research is to characterize perceptions of
technology among the homeless, to identify the unique
needs of the homeless when considering appropriate techno-
logical interventions, and to describe the challenges in both
working with, and designing for, the homeless population.
Our approach was informed by value-sensitive design [15,
16]. We undertook a qualitative study of the homeless com-
munity in a large metropolitan city in the United States. Our
study involved individuals who were currently homeless,
recently homeless and living in transitional housing, as well
as those who were on the cusp of becoming homeless due
to job loss or prolonged periods of economic hardship.
We interviewed 13 participants to gain insight into their
relationship with technology.

In this paper we address some of the misconceptions held
about the homeless population, in terms of its demographic
make-up as well as its informational needs. In presenting
our findings, we show a number of themes present in the
lives of the homeless individuals in our study, and we un-
earth tensions that exist between the needs of this population
and assumptions the HCI community has about how people
relate to technology, the urban environment, and their social
networks. Our contributions are an understanding of how
homeless people currently perceive technology, indications
of their information and communication needs, and a char-
acterization of the classes of technological interventions that
could be effectively designed for the homeless community.

RELATED WORK
A Portrait of the Homeless
There is no single “homeless community.” Many factors
contribute to being homeless, making it difficult to derive
a complete and accurate picture of the homeless population.
The U.S. Government defines homelessness in the Stewart
B. McKinney Acts, 43 U.S.C. §11201, et seq (1994) as any
person who (as quoted in [26]):

lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate night-time resi-
dence and. . . has a primary night time residency that is:

(A) a supervised publicly or privately operated shelter



designed to provide temporary living accommoda-
tions. . .

(B) an institution that provides a temporary residence
for individuals intended to be institutionalized, or

(C) a public or private place not designed for, or ordi-
narily used as, a regular sleeping accommodation for
human beings.

While the McKinney act definition of homelessness is clear,
it remains difficult to derive a complete picture of the home-
less population [37]. Homeless census activities focus on
counting the number of individuals housed in emergency
and long-term shelters, transitional housing, and low-rent,
single-room hotels [38]. Ironically, the most visible and
socially stigmatized members of the homeless community—
those who live outside the support of the social system—are
also the most difficult to capture information about.

Through the 1980’s, 1990’s and early 2000’s, despite periods
of strong national economic growth, the homeless popula-
tion in the U.S. either grew or remained steady [34]. At the
same time this population was growing, it was also becom-
ing more diverse; the makeup of the homeless community
in the U.S. has evolved from being mostly single males from
the laboring class to include an increasing number of women
and families, the majority of which are headed by a single-
parent female [3].

Causes of Homelessness
In contrast to the causes of single-male homelessness (such
as addiction disorders and mental illness [34, 36]), home-
less families are more likely driven to homelessness due to
economic hardship [3]. They typically come from the “ex-
tremely poor” who live below 50% of the poverty line [37].
These homeless families face challenges in getting off the
streets that are less pronounced or absent among the single-
male homeless population such as domestic violence, health
problems, and managing care for young children [11].

Despite the variety of factors contributing to homelessness,
poverty and the availability of low-income housing are the
most critical factors shared by most of homeless population.
In some urban areas the lack of affordable housing can pre-
clude even the working poor from maintaining a residence;
individuals have jobs and are “productive” members of soci-
ety but are unable to secure housing [18].

Studies of homelessness in other industrialized countries
show that a number of contributing factors to homelessness
are consistent throughout the industrialized world. When
comparing homeless and domiciled poor in Madrid, Muñoz
et al. described traits common to both sides of the Atlantic:
low education levels, high unemployment rates, and perva-
sive mental and physical health problems [27]. Likewise,
in a study of the London homeless population, Radley et
al. addressed the complex relationship homeless individuals
have with their urban homes [31]. The multi-faceted causes
of homelessness and the complex interaction with the urban
environment described by these studies were all present in
interactions with our participants.

Technology & The Homeless
The factors that disadvantage developing nations are also
present among the homeless population in industrialized na-
tions and affect the relationship of this population with tech-
nology; lower levels of education and literacy restrict access
to information, a lack of economic independence restricts
access to computers and Internet resources, and limited ac-
cess to training hinders uptake of digital technology when it
is made available. These factors converge, leading to a situ-
ation of economic poverty along with what has been called
information poverty—a dearth of access to useful informa-
tion resources [6].

The social environment of the homeless population has also
been attributed as a factor in information poverty. Snow
and Anderson argue that the socialization that occurs on the
streets does not provide access to the necessary resources to
get off the streets [35]. Likewise, interviews with New York
City homeless describe a transformation in which the social
connections a homeless person has that would enable them
to get off the street are gradually replaced with the social
connections necessary to survive on the street [10]. In this
regard, information poverty can be understood additionally
as a social phenomenon that inhibits access to useful infor-
mation resources.

Based on this view of information poverty, one might aim
to provide design innovations—both social and technical—
that allow homeless persons access to the information that
they are lacking. However, whether this claimed state of
information poverty exists is debatable. Hersberger, for ex-
ample, questions the assumption that individuals who are
economically poor are also information poor [24]. She found
that instead of perceiving themselves at an information dis-
advantage, “If anything, [those interviewed] felt they might
be suffering from information overload due to the propensity
of service providers to share information [about relevant so-
cial programs] with them” [24]. Hersberger questions “how
valuable and useful an information-seeking tool the Internet
would be in the everyday lives of homeless families” given
they already feel overwhelmed by information received pri-
marily through caseworkers and word-of-mouth communi-
cation [23, 24].

The implication in Hersberger’s work is that it is not simply
access to technology and information that determines inte-
gration with society. Information is reaching the homeless
community in overwhelming volumes, yet social factors dis-
courage acting on that information. The specific constraints
placed on the homeless population put a higher premium
on the larger context in which information is situated [1].
“Simply providing information on available jobs is not al-
ways enough. If public transportation does not stop near the
place of work, then a list of jobs might be useless informa-
tion” [26]. In another example, Hersberger notes that home-
less people who attended a mandatory meeting on improving
credit history were largely disengaged from the information
because it addressed strategies for managing money and did
not address their immediate problem of first finding a source
of income [24]. Ultimately, these examples boil down to the
importance of not merely the availability of information, but



ensuring that information is sensitive to the social context of
those who receive it.

METHODOLOGY
Working with the homeless population has pronounced risks
and ethical considerations [13]. As we developed our plan
for this study, our first thought was to immerse ourselves
with the homeless population “in the wild”—in the parks
and public spaces they inhabit during the day. It became
quickly clear that this strategy would exacerbate the risks to
both researcher and subject. Instead, we worked closely with
two metropolitan outreach groups to develop our approach
and mediate contact between ourselves and the homeless
community.

We were acutely aware of the imbalance of power between
ourselves and the homeless persons in our study. Mitigating
the social and economic differences and the sense of author-
ity that comes with being a “researcher” were important for
establishing trust and negating any sense of coercion partic-
ipants may have felt. We were also sensitive to the different
threshold for what constitutes non-coercive remuneration for
participating in the study. We provided participants a choice
of a $20 store gift card or a $20 public transportation card.
The choice and dollar amount were reviewed by caseworkers
and deemed fair and appropriate.

After careful consideration, we decided to use a Photo-
Elicitation Interview (PEI) [8, 9]. PEI studies are a form
of diary study [33] where participants are provided with a
camera and instructions to take photos of their choosing.
This form of inquiry is similar to Cultural Probes, though
the focus is on facilitating the interview process rather than
design per se [17]. The benefits of the PEI method are that it
disrupts power dynamics, enabling the participant to retain
more control over the interview; it enables deeper reflection
on the topic by providing more context and peripheral
data; and it provides opportunities for the participant to
defamiliarize themselves with familiar aspects of their lives
[5, 9, 22]. This form of study has been used by other
researchers outside the HCI context (such as Radley, et al’s
study of the London homeless population [31]) and was well
suited to our study design.

Staff at the outreach centers introduced us to the commu-
nity, providing us a chance to give an overview of the study
goals, make ourselves available for questions, and generally
become known to potential participants. By having staff
introduce us, we were able to mitigate skepticism and be
more effective in explaining our desire to learn more about
the everyday needs and activities of the individuals we were
recruiting for the study. We also relied on staff to help us
identify individuals for whom participation in our study may
not have been appropriate due to mental health issues. Par-
ticipation in the study was on a volunteer basis and we were
careful to overstate the independence of participating in our
study and receiving services from the outreach center.

To gain access to a diverse cross section of the homeless
community, we chose outreach centers that served different
segments of the homeless population. The first center fo-
cused on providing life-assistance to prevent homelessness

in the form of food, rent, and utility assistance programs.
The clients we casually observed at the center were just as
likely to be women, often accompanied by their children,
as single men. They were part of the working poor and
used the services as a way to augment short term needs. An
important detail about the first center was that it structured
its services such that clients could only return to request
further aid once every 90 days. The second organization
focused on helping homeless individuals dealing with drug
and alcohol addiction, mental illness, and physical disabil-
ity. Their programs were built around daily Narcotics and
Alcoholics Anonymous (NA and AA) meetings. Daily lunch
was also served to current clients and program alumni. The
daily contact clients had with the second center became an
important factor in the return rate for collecting cameras and
conducting interviews.

Study Design and Analysis
Our study was broken into three meetings that took place
over a period of three weeks. All direct contact with study
participants took place at one of the two outreach centers.

Meeting 1: In the first meeting we provided a disposable
camera and asked the participant for their preference be-
tween the store gift card or public transportation voucher.
We explained that they would receive the incentive at the
beginning of the third, and final meeting. The camera we
provided had a modified case that included instructions on
camera use, suggestions on what to document with the cam-
era and a reminder to return the camera after two weeks. The
instructions for what to photograph read:

• Take photos of places or situations where you needed
help.

• Take photos of of the things you use: telephones, buses,
radios, televisions.

• Take photos of your daily activities.
• There is no such thing as a bad photo. This is your life,

your story.

We intentionally did not mention the word “technology” in
the on-camera instructions. Instead, we briefly discussed
different forms of technology during the first meeting. To
encourage a broad understanding of technology, we told par-
ticipants an apocryphal story about the impact on the work-
ing poor and homeless communities caused by a recent move
from token-based public transportation to electronic-card-
based transportation. The point of this story was not to fo-
cus ire on a changing public service, but to introduce the
many manifestations technology has in daily life. Beyond
this brief explanation of technology, we intentionally left the
photo task open ended to encourage self-reflection without
the imposition of too many rules. Finally, we established that
the camera was to be returned to the same outreach center
where it was handed out.

Meeting 2: After two weeks, we returned to the outreach
center and collected cameras from the participants. As we
collected the cameras we scheduled interviews for the fol-
lowing week to be held at the outreach center.

Meeting 3: At the beginning of the final interview, we pro-
vided the gift card to the participant and asked them to re-



spond to a basic demographic survey before we discussed
the photographs. The decision to not seek any contact in-
formation and to delay collecting basic demographic infor-
mation until the final meeting was specifically to provide
an extended period for participants to opt-out of the study
without feeling regret or distress in having signed up and
given us their personal information.

The interviews we held were open ended and constructed
around the events depicted in the participant’s photos. We
began each interview by letting the participant talk about
their photos at their own pace. Participants were then asked
to specifically talk about technology including the use of
cell phones, computers and the internet, and transportation.
We also asked all participants to describe their social net-
works by way of how they stayed in contact with friends
and family, how they discovered different services such as
shelters, addiction management, and job placement, and how
they managed their daily schedules. We were careful to
use information in the photos to frame how we posed these
questions; in some cases questions were asked in response to
specific photos while in others, questions were asked in the
absence of photographic context (e.g. Why didn’t you take a
photo of x?).

The themes that motivated the interview—technology use
and perception, social networks, and information mana-
gement—formed the basis for coding the transcripts. As
the analysis progressed, we recognized new themes that
emerged from the data though the focus remained on how
technology informed various aspects of our participants’
lives. Two researchers coded the data, and discussed the
findings that emerged. The results we report here were those
that consistently appeared across our participants, except
in a few extraordinary cases which we are including to
illustrate the diversity in the homeless demographic; we
felt that these unique examples shed more light on the range
of experiences.

Overview of the Participants
In total we had 28 participants, 14 from each outreach center.
Out of that total, 13 participants fully completed our proto-
col, meaning that 13 final interviews were held. The camera
return rate between the two locations was vastly different.
From the first center only one camera was returned, one
week late and without contact details for us to follow-up. At
the second center, all cameras were returned and interviews
held with all but one participant.

As a result of not collecting demographic data prior to the
interview, we did not have documented details about the
individuals who did not return. Anecdotally, they were more
often women and several had expressed that they were ac-
tively seeking employment.

Of the participants we interviewed, 11 were male and two
female, all between the age of 46 and 55 years old. Ten of
the participants identified as African-American and three as
Caucasian. The level of education ranged from the 4th grade
(about 9 years of age) to a two- or four-year college degree,
with the center of the curve having completed high school
or their GED (high school equivalency test). The average

time spent living on the street was 36 months, with a high at
10 years and a low at six months. At the time of the study
none of the participants were living on the street. They all
had some form of housing, either through a local shelter or
in a dormitory at a transitional housing facility; however, the
photos they took and their responses during the interview
were reflective of periods when they were not situated in
housing.

FINDINGS
Through the interview process and subsequent data-driven
analysis, several themes have emerged in the relationship be-
tween the homeless population and various types of technol-
ogy. This section discusses these themes and points toward
needs of our study participants that suggest opportunities for
successful technological interventions.

Staying Connected
The first theme was the importance of staying connected
to family members and friends during spells of homeless-
ness. P17 talked about being on the street, “You stay in
that depressing state where you feel as though giving up.
You know it wouldn’t be a problem just to give up out there.
That’s how you think and stuff so. . . I have people I talk to
on a daily basis, you know, they keep me. . . motivated and
stuff, and make me realize, you know, that it’s going to be
okay.” P27 was more emotional when talking about staying
connected, “It’s one thing being homeless but it’s another
thing. . . disappear[ing] from the face of the earth. And that’s
the biggest danger for homeless people. That’s the hardest
thing to manage, is when you get disconnected.”

Many of the participants came from places other than their
current urban home and keeping in touch over distance was
something they worried about. There was a real concern that
something could happen to loved ones and they wouldn’t
know it; as P27 put it, “Somebody can be gone, someone in
my life can be gone, my loved one, and they don’t know how
to get to me.” The sense of disconnection from an extended
social circle was a considerable source of stress and was
remarked on by several of the participants throughout the
interviews.

P25 became homeless as a result of hurricane Katrina. He
described the time since Katrina: “these last years have
really been a really rock bottom, no I mean a really rock
bottom. . . You know when you never had no other home ad-
dress, you know, and you come in somewhere else you gotta
move [exchange] your home address for a homeless shel-
ter.” Prior to Katrina, P25 lived with his mother in New
Orleans, Louisiana, and in the course of his family evacu-
ating, were split up; he ended up in Houston, Texas, while
his mother ended up in Austin, Texas. He went on to say,
“I haven’t seen my momma since Katrina [2005]. . . When I
was in Houston, the Red Cross. . . had a system to put our
year, our date and the last address. . . Where ever my mother
was at, that’s how they tracked her down. Though when I
called her she was on the voice thing. . . I never talked to her
I just heard her voice on the thing.” Displacement, becoming
newly homeless, and the affect of losing contact with his
immediate family all converged at once.



Synchronous v. Asynchronous Connections
The difficulty P25 had in trying to contact family in the af-
termath of Katrina is only one aspect of the relationship our
participants had with telephones. Although voice telephony
is often conceived of as a synchronous communication tech-
nology, this was—in many cases—not a common mode of
use for our participants. All of the participants had voice-
mail accounts through local organizations. These accounts
were meant to provide a stable number of contact and aid in
job searches and managing appointments or other personal
business. The difficulty for a number of participants was
in accessing their voicemail, leading to a decidedly asyn-
chronous style of communication when using the telephone.

For access to phones and to check voicemail, participants
used free phone services provided by local organizations.
P28 noted, “I have to go to Project Connect [to use the
phone], and I don’t go there that much. I go to [the hospital]
but you gotta stand around and wait for the phone.” Many
of the participants in this study preferred the free phones
at the main metropolitan hospital. This service was very
valuable to the participants in our study; however, the use
of the telephone became part of a larger daily activity of
traveling to the hospital, waiting in line and finally using
the phone. Participants cannot rely on being able to use the
phone as they may not go to the hospital or once there, they
may not have the time or opportunity to use the phones. This
constraint frustrated staying in contact with family members,
and imposed uncertainty in time sensitive communications
such as job hunting or responding to opportunities for aid.

Mobile Telephony
The preferred way to maintain a stable connection to family
and friends for many of the participants in the study was
through a cell phone. P17 talked about the utility of having
a cell phone, “That [a cell phone] would have been real
useful ’cause there’s nothing like keeping in touch with your
family.” For a number of participants, cell phones were the
only stable connection they had to their pre-homeless lives—
eight of the thirteen participants (61.5%) currently had cell
phones. P22 noted that a friend continued to pay her cell
phone bill because, “that’s the only way [my son] had to get
in touch with me.”

Long and troubled histories of drug and alcohol addiction
had caused some of our participants to sell personal items.
However, when we specifically asked them if they would
have sold their cell phone (if they had been able to have
access to one), they responded that no, they would not sell
the phone for money. P19, who had taken a photo of the
pawn shop where he had sold his possessions, specifically
noted that he would not sell a cell phone, “No I would have
kept it. That’s one thing, well, one thing of numerous things,
that I would have [kept].” This sentiment echoed similar
feelings among our participants about the unique value of a
mobile telephone.

However, cell phones were not without problems. The diffi-
culties with cell phones for the participants in this study were
the ongoing cost, the need for access to power to recharge
the phones, and the inevitability of theft when living in and
out of shelters. P16 responded that he had a cell phone but,

“[the] cell phone started costing me more than they were
worth.” Participants desired cell phones that were on pay-as-
you-go, or prepaid, plans instead of fixed monthly contracts;
P17 elaborates “if I got 10 or 15 dollars or something, I put
10 dollar worth of minutes on it [prepaid] so I could use it.”

For P28, cell phones were useful and a tool that he would
exploit as he had access to them. He talked about using
phones he found until the batteries died; “I had a cell phone
until the battery died. . . actually I found one in the train after
that. . . and I kept using it because the person never did call
to see if they could try to find it. It was a Nokia. Eventually
that died down and the service ended and I had to throw that
away, that was a good phone.” Here P28 used the phone to
call out but it did not function as a stable point of contact.
This opportunistic use of any found or available resource
was summed up by P17, “I mean being on that street, you’re
taught to, you know everything is valuable to you on the
street.”

Identity Management
Homeless persons interact with a number of different social
groups and identity management was a key aspect of their
lives [19]. For participants in our study, different forms of
identity management came out through their use of technol-
ogy and social institutions. Some forms of identity manage-
ment were used when facing close family or friends while
others were employed as defense against the social stigma
of being homeless.

Identity management took both technology- and non-techno-
logy-focused forms. For example, on the non-technologic
side, identity management appeared in how participants
managed their physical appearance. P25 talked about map-
ping out where to go to take showers and do laundry, “[just]
cuz you’re homeless, that don’t mean you got to look home-
less or smell homeless.” Likewise, P26 was very conscious
about his appearance and the fact that he had to present
himself well: “I always find me someplace I can take a bath
or take a shower or wash up. Because you know I like to
keep clean, I’m always facing peoples, I didn’t want to stand
around in all dirty clothes.”

This desire to not appear homeless presented logistical
challenges. Some shelters do not have storage or limit the
amount of personal affects a resident may bring in. To
address this, outreach centers will offer “clothes closets”
where their clients can store personal affects. P17 talked
about managing the logistics of storing clothes at one loca-
tion while staying at another: “If you stayin in the shelter
see, what I’m sayin’, you carry those clothes around, you
come here [to the clothes closet] every day get a change of
clothes you know, to take back with you to the shelter.”

Technology-centered forms of identity management also ap-
peared prominently in our study. In addition to being desired
for staying in touch with extended family, the cell phone was
also a valuable identity management tool for the social value
it provided [35]. P27 was especially sensitive about who
of his extended friends he would tell about being homeless.
For P27 it was an issue of pride that he was going through
a difficult time but, “they know if I got my cell phone I must



be doing alright.” So more than providing communication
functions, the cell phone provides a connection to the larger
world as a potent social symbol.

P28 used more tools in identity management. He regularly
used the Internet at the public library and explained, “I have
a mySpace account. . . I get in contact with friends that have
an account with them.” He was also careful about not telling
his mother about the fact he was living on the street: “I’d
just go visit her, I wouldn’t tell her where I was living at.”
Such stable, technology-mediated forms of communication
provided an important resource for our participants in man-
aging their own presentation of self, and mitigating the social
stigma of homelessness.

Access to Information, Social Networks
The social network was the primary mechanism participants
in this study used to navigate the world around them. As
noted above, maintaining a social connection with a larger
world is critical for individuals dealing with homelessness.
These connections are immediately sought out on the street,
as much for survival as to get plugged into support infras-
tructure. P17 was quick to point out that when living on
the street, “you try to get with people you know. You stay
around people you know.” Likewise, P27 pointed out his
willingness to help friends on the street, “I will turn her [a
hypothetical, newly homeless person] on to the good things
that I learned. . . I will give this information to other people.”
Safety in numbers was a recurring sentiment that illustrates
the visceral need homeless people have for finding friends
they can trust on the street.

Once they have been accepted into social programs, the focal
point for information becomes the caseworker. All but a
couple of our participants took a photo of their caseworker
or main contact at hospitals or outreach centers. The cen-
tral role of the caseworker in the lives of our participants is
consistent with Hersberger’s description of social networks
in homeless populations as being built around the social in-
stitutions that provide support [25].

The reason the caseworker was the primary contact was not
immediately clear, though a combination of factors is most
likely the case. First, many social services require a letter
of reference to be considered for enrollment. These letters
are used to confirm medical conditions, regular participation
in addiction treatment, and other eligibility requirements.
Second, the capabilities of the participants were extremely
varied. Two of the participants were illiterate, while oth-
ers used computers regularly and effectively. Several of the
participants, however, suffered from various mental dissabil-
ities complicated by a lifetime of homelessness and drug
addiction. For many of these individuals, the self direction
and discipline needed to seek out services and navigate the
system on their own is itself a challenge. They genuinely
need the caseworker to explain the system, setup the appoint-
ments, and fill in the forms.

The Digital Divide
Participants varied widely in the use of information tech-
nology, effectively resulting in an internal “digital divide”
within the homeless community. Three participants, P21,

P22 and P28, were regular computer users at the public li-
brary. They all used computers to find services, e.g. P21: “[I
look up] services, like if I’m in a crunch say, and there’s cer-
tain medication I can’t get through [the hospital]. . . I go up
on the Internet and look [it] up and see if the drug company
has any kind of program for it.” P28 used online services like
Monster.com to try to find work and pointed out that for a
number of job placement services it is a de facto requirement
to be on-line in some capacity: “Some employers, like [a
local employment agency focused on the homeless], ask for
your email because they send you stuff.”

These three were the exception in this study. Most of the
participants had very little, or no, experience with comput-
ers, and their reactions when asked about them ranged from
bafflement to disinterest. On the other hand, cell phones
can be complicated devices, but they offer a number of fea-
tures that were immediately recognized as useful; P20 did
not show much interest in computers but said, “those cell
phones, you’d be amazed. . . they can wake you up. . . [help
keep] your doctor appointments. . . They can go off and let
you know you got appointment tomorrow.” The difference
in attitude toward cell phones and computers illustrates an
important point of inflection in the adoption of technology
within this community. So long as there was a perceived
benefit, participants were excited about the prospect of using
a new technology.

Health and Medication
All of the participants interviewed were on medication. Sev-
eral took photos of hospital or pharmacy waiting rooms and
they all made comments about remembering to take their
pills and managing doctor and counseling appointments.

The challenges this presented varied for each participant.
P17 talked about a picture of his room at a transitional hous-
ing facility, “that’s the back of the door where I keep all my
appointments and stuff pasted up so I won’t miss my appoint-
ments.” He had a system so he would see his schedule every
time he left his room. P23 had a more proactive reminder,
“I gotta nurse, my caseworker, she calls me to let me know
[about upcoming appointments].”

P25 had a particularly onerous challenge in dealing with his
health issues. His formal education stopped in the 4th grade
(about age 9) and he was illiterate. P25 was on a number of
medications and was forced to be creative in managing how
to took them: “Well, you see by not knowing how to read I
go uh, what I do, I know the pills. . . [and] I got a little sack,
a little medicine sack. I have ten bottles of pills so I dump em
all out on the bed and. . . everytime I take one out the bottle,
I put the bottle in the sack so I can’t go wrong.” For P25 to
manage his health, he not only needed to devise strategies
to work around his illiteracy when taking medications, but
also in managing his appointments and providing reminders
to himself about what he needed to do on a given day.

Getting Around
Moving around the city was an imperative for our partic-
ipants. They often needed to attend addiction counseling
to stay in good standing with their shelter’s rules, and on-



going health problems meant regular visits to the hospital
for routine exams and prescription refills.

P26 talked extensively about the difficulty in using the new
electronic cards on the buses: “you know I had conflicts with
the bus driver about, well, they say there ain’t no money
on your card, and I know my card got money on it. And
after he drive off another bus come up and it [the card]
works. . . Sometime it won’t be your card, it might be the
machine. The machine is not working right and they look
at us like your card not working or something and you know
[if] we get angry, that ain’t gonna help us at all, that gonna
make the situation bad. . . I liked it the old way, the [transit]
card was ok. You could ride a train or bus no problem, but
this year people thinking all the same and get the hang of it
because they might tap in [enter the bus or train] but forget
to tap out [when leaving]. So you have to tap out too, see, I
ride a train so when I tap out that give me a chance to ride
the bus. It has transfer on this card.” Further usability issues
noted by our participants centered around the ability to know
the value on a card (since there is no way to know how many
rides remain prior to attempting to use transportation), the
sequence of steps to secure a transfer (as transfers to buses
and trains are only valid if the card was “tapped out,” yet it
is possible, likely even, to exit the bus without tapping out).

P26’s list of complaints echoes the numerous critiques of
other technologies (such as those in [28]) that are well-
known in the HCI community. Yet it is not just the usability
problems in the technology that affect homeless persons;
the social stigma of being perceived as the homeless person
without bus fare is a far more visceral consequence of a
poorly designed technology.

DISCUSSION
We acknowledge that social and policy interventions will
have the most impact for the homeless community. More
abundant low-income housing, long-term programs to ad-
dress education and job training, additional help in addiction
management, and appropriate treatment for mental illness
are all first-order problems that continue to demand creativ-
ity and leadership. We believe, however, that thoughtful
technological interventions can be deployed as part of the
larger effort to reduce homelessness and help the most at-
risk members of our society. The challenge for HCI is in
considering not just how well a technology will work with
respect to usability, but how that technology will be accepted
and used by a community. There is no simple answer, but
the analysis we have done shows that challenging some of
the implicit assumptions held in the HCI community is nec-
essary when considering technology for the homeless.

Designing for Inclusion
While the themes that emerged from our interviews such
as Staying Connected, Synchronous v. Asynchronous Con-
nections, and Mobile Telephony suggest opportunities for
technological interventions, we feel it is more important to
step back from specific solutions and reflect on the larger
implications designing for marginalized communities has
for HCI. In thinking about homelessness and technology, it
is not enough to consider forms of technology that might
be placed directly in the hands of the homeless, we must

also consider more broadly how technology in the hands
of everyone else impacts the lives of the homeless. These
considerations must include a reevaluation of how public
spaces become reconfigured through ubiquitous Internet
connections and context aware computing; if we, as system
designers, do not consciously consider the social impact
these new technologies have on non-users as well as users,
we will inadvertently set the stage to create an even larger
rift between ourselves (as members of the digerati) and the
poor, homeless, and otherwise marginalized members of
society with whom we share our urban environments.

Urban Computing
One of the first areas to begin re-calibrating some of HCI’s
assumptions is in the nascent genre of Urban Computing.
Based largely on Augé’s notion of “non-space”—a space de-
limited by uniform access to information, mediated by inter-
connected technologies rather than physical realities [2]—
work in Urban Computing has begun to frame explorations
of how exploiting wireless technology and the ubiquity of
access reconfigure social relationships in public spaces. The
defining features of these explorations is to engage the clas-
sic divisions of public and private space, to understand how
people inhabit public spaces, and to consider how technol-
ogy can create new opportunities for interaction and reflec-
tion within those spaces (e.g. [29, 30]).

At the core of these explorations is the question of how the
social landscape changes when our preferred mode of com-
munication is via a technological medium. This change is
undoubtedly underway—a glance around the urban environ-
ment finds it full of technology mediated communication;
however, some efforts in urban computing have not engaged
the breadth of social diversity despite encouraging reflection
on what it means to belong to the urban social space [30].
It is in this way that HCI is presented with opportunities
for inclusion as the homeless share the same parks, train
stations, and public squares but are currently excluded from
the technology mediated social landscape for the simple rea-
son that the gateways that afford access—mobile phones,
PDA’s, laptops—are private. Moreover, as we illustrated
in our findings, the need to stay connected to the rest of
society is a major concern for the homeless, yet as those
connections become increasingly mediated by technology,
the risk of losing touch becomes greater.

Rather than simply challenging personal notions of public
and private space, we could build technology that also chal-
lenges social notions of what it means to be connected or
disconnected to each other. Bassoli et al. reflected on so-
cial computing in this way, enabling a more comprehensive
response to what it means to design for the urban environ-
ment in a way that included mainstream society as well as
marginalized groups like the homeless [4]. Through de-
signing interactions that encourage reflection on the differ-
ent ways we interact in the physical environment, we can
adopt the notion of “non-space” as a basis for creating so-
cial awareness of the periphery rather than unintentionally
pushing that periphery further out; by recasting some of the
technology touch-points of the urban environment as public
fixtures, we can create a shared lens through which all par-



ticipants in that environment can view and respond to each
other.

Social Networks
We have illustrated the importance, and brittle nature, of
social networks for the homeless persons in our study; the
type of social networks a homeless person maintains has an
impact on whether they get off the street [10] and is con-
sistent with Granovetter’s notion of the strength of weak
ties [20]. In trying to strengthen and diversify those weak
ties, we are presented with an opportunity to augment the
co-located social networks of the homeless population with
technology, furthering an agenda of designing for inclusion.

Foth’s study of Australian inner-city social networks de-
scribes a slightly different community that has similar needs
to the urban homeless [14]. Foth contrasted the shared
“common purpose, goal, interest, or support need” present
in on-line communities to the absence of those traits within
co-located communities. He pointed out that co-located
communities are built around the serendipity of unplanned
interactions and not around community members seeking
each other out based on shared values.

While Foth makes a strong distinction between communi-
ties built around shared goals versus those built around co-
location, the homeless community is not adequately served
by trying to strictly adhere to that division. The homeless
have shared goals such as finding shelter, food, and employ-
ment as well as shared needs like addiction management and
healthcare. At the same time, the serendipity of word-of-
mouth communication that arises out of co-location plays a
critical role in spreading information about services within
the community. Furthermore, the nature of social interac-
tions in the homeless community is marked by an intense
preference for the personal. The expressed desire of the
homeless in interacting with social workers is to know they
have that person’s full attention; phone conversations are not
preferred as they do not provide an affordance for measuring
attention [25]. A shared sense of urgency and being treated
with dignity are important ways a homeless person identifies
a “friend” [26].

Mediating these interactions with technology may not be the
best way to preserve dignity and the sense of shared urgency.
Technology solutions for the homeless need to bear in mind
the critical factor personal relationships play in their lives. A
successful intervention would preserve, or enhance, the per-
sonal contact time with caseworkers and supportive groups
as well as enable homeless persons to share experiences and
establish new connections. In this way, the potential for
augmenting social networks with technology lies in enrich-
ing and multiplying the number of connections the homeless
person has to social institutions as well as other members of
the community who are attempting to get off the streets.

Affordances for Planning
A third avenue for addressing inclusive design presents itself
in how we structure technology around commercial transac-
tions. For participants in our study, managing the costs of
communication and travel is a priority. As an example, just
as teenagers prefer SMS messaging because of its predica-

ble cost [21], participants in our study made communication
decisions based on their ability to predict cost.

Pre-paid cellular services allow the homeless to do some
planning and cost control. However, the economic model
of pre-paid cellular service in the U.S. is problematic for
this population. Purchased minutes expire after as little as
30 days and phone numbers that become inactive can be
reclaimed by the service providers after 90 days. When the
terms of prepaid cell phones are combined with irregular
incomes it puts the homeless at risk of losing their phone
number and thus the stable contact point with their larger
social network.

In a similar vein, the apocryphal story we used as a catalyst
for thinking about technology was not entirely without merit.
The local transportation system had recently made a switch
from using tokens for ride fare to an electronic-card based
system. The cards come in two varieties, a permanent plastic
card that costs five dollars, or disposable paper cards that
cost fifty cents. The additional cost of the cards is only one
factor in the practical consequences. With tokens, it is easy
to keep track of how many rides remain. With the electronic
cards, in order to know the remaining balance on the card,
it must be placed near a reader. This means a user does not
know how much credit is left until trying to board public
transportation.

The cumulative effect of these two systems is an inability
to plan ahead with budgeting for communication and public
transportation. In the case of cell phone service it affects a
homeless person’s ability to stay connected to a vital social
network and in the case of public transportation it compli-
cates travel planning and creates situations of public embar-
rassment when attempting to board public transport with a
card that has been used up.

Challenges in Reaching the Homeless Community
We need to continue to work with the homeless community
to develop a more nuanced understanding of their needs.
However, the unfamiliarity of this community within HCI
serves to exaggerate some of the difficulty. The challenges
we experienced in conducting our study are consistent with
the known difficulties of working with the homeless [34],
but we hope to better inform HCI research with the homeless
community by discussing our experiences from this study.

A challenge that we were faced with was in enabling consis-
tent contact with members of the homeless community. We
were initially surprised at the vastly different camera return
rates between the two outreach centers we worked with. We
had expected a partial return rate from both centers, not the
all-or-nothing response we received. Contributing to our
surprise was that the all-or-nothing difference occurred de-
spite an incentive of $20 to complete our protocol. Had
we increased the incentive, we may well have garnered a
higher return rate, but such a strategy poses a tension with
the requirement that studies involving at-risk individuals not
be coercive (is a study whose compensation is enough to
distract a homeless participant from job hunting effectively
coercive, and ultimately counter productive?). On the one
hand the low return rate at the one center reassures us that



the remuneration was not coercive, but on the other, it under-
scores the challenges of working with a community whose
daily struggles make planning ahead difficult, if not impos-
sible.

By looking at environmental factors that contributed to the
difference in camera return rates, we concluded that the op-
erational differences at the two centers played a critical role.
The infrequent contact of once every 90 days that partici-
pants had with the first center meant that their presence at
the center was not habitual and it may have been easier to
forget or lose interest in returning to complete the study.
Conversely, the daily contact participants had with the sec-
ond outreach center meant that they did not need to break
routine in order to continue participation in the study.

Care should also be taken when considering the logistics of
any study. The logistics of our study placed a fair amount
of responsibility on the participants and in looking back,
we could have made better use of contact information and
personally followed up to collect cameras and conduct inter-
views. In essence, researchers may need to assume more of
the logistical responsibilities themselves instead of leaving
it to participants who rightly have other priorities.

Research efforts need to be built around the fluidity of life
on the street, and in this regard, research and co-design in-
volving the homeless population are in many ways similar
to working in developing regions [32]. For individuals who
live day to day, two weeks can see a number of dramatic
changes in location, mind set, and health. The Radley et al.
study of the London homeless population addressed these
challenges by limiting camera time to three days and in so
doing, capitalized on the initial excitement and momentum
generated as participants took up the cameras [31].

Mental illness and drug addiction pose another set of chal-
lenges when working with this community. Many of the
participants in our study had spent a large portion of their
adult lives in and out of homelessness following the wax
and wane of gainful employment, health, and addiction. As
such, several suffered memory and other mental disabilities.
Depression and anxiety were common, as were minor abuses
of prescription medication, like taking sedatives first thing in
the morning. Using photographs to drive the interview was
invaluable as a tool to jog memory, establish context, and
shape the interview around personal and relevant details in
their lives.

Finally, as a researcher, it is difficult to spend any amount of
time with members of the homeless community and not be
affected by their stories, their struggles, their sense of humor,
and their humanity. The need to remain dispassionate, to
establish and maintain firm boundaries, must be reaffirmed
regularly [13]. The challenge here is to keep a broader per-
spective in the face of individual needs.

CONCLUSION
Our work is the first that we are aware of to take a system-
atic look at whether technologies—including new ones that
we create—might empower homeless persons in their lives.
Through the interviews we held, and our subsequent analy-
sis, we show a number of themes in how our participants per-

ceive technology as well as the activities and constraints that
inform how technology fits into their world. While we are
not able to specifically comment on the needs of homeless
families or on the unique requirements of homeless single-
parents, the themes presented here penetrate a number of
facets of being homeless and provide a broad base for reflect-
ing on the complex range of needs present in that particular
user community. Our findings lead us to believe that there
are opportunities for productive technological interventions
in the lives of homeless people. For example, the recog-
nized utility of a cell phone provides a versatile platform
for exploring different forms of technological intervention
and the social impact of improving connections—both literal
through being able to call friends and family for support, and
symbolic as a talisman of belonging to society.

We have also begun to challenge some of the assumptions
HCI makes about the relationship between people in tech-
nology. The social dynamics that are playfully exposed
through urban computing ideas could be more thoughtfully
considered in their relation to the less-priviledged partici-
pants of the urban environment. Appropriate technologies
need to consider more than the usability or psychological
appropriateness of an interaction. We need to put careful
thought into the social impact technologies have for non-
users as well as users. In using technology to redefine
boundaries, we have an opportunity to do so inclusively,
bringing the periphery into sharper focuses, inviting in the
disenfranchised and the under-served.
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